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“Take Up the Shield of Faith” – Paul

Thursday, December 26, 2019
I get a fresh homemade meal everyday. My parents are awesome. I’m livin the dream over here … You can’t countersignal me, I’m too epic.
— 21 year old Nick Fuentes

Livin the Christian Dream
https://michaelheath.org/shield-of-faith-column/livin-th-dream

Hopefully not like a shooting star, but more like a planet destroying asteroid, a 21-year-old-suit-wearing, parentloving, Christ-honoring brainiac showed up in my virtual orbit over the past month. Nick Fuentes is turning lots of
heads with his America First narrative. He’s an unabashed Trump supporter who is tearing into Conservative Inc. I
worked for them most of my life. I’m thrilled to see this.
With Christ, and salty American lingo on his lips, he’s raised up a small group of youngsters that have so threatened
the comfortable two decade old narrative of wackos like “conservative” Meghan McCain (isn’t she a sodomite?)
that they are going postal on him. And just like the Left’s deep state impeachment operation they are only playing
into the hands of … wait for it … Jesus Christ.
That’s right. It is so painfully obvious to enough good people now that all the rich and powerful in the West ARE
NOT TO BE TRUSTED that stunts like Turning Point USA are actually helping, not hurting. They are waking
people to the true threats to nations all over the world. Threats like legal and illegal immigrationism, sodomyism,
globalism and baby murderism.
Christianity and “racism” are not the threat. “Nazism” is NOT a threat. We’ve all figured that out. We are destroying ourselves with debt, family destruction, city and sex-worship. The answer for Western nations is obvious. It
isn’t Islam. It’s the moral code of Jesus Christ. And even better news than that is that the answer is the worship of
Jesus Christ, King of Kings and Lord of Lords. Christians worship the supreme and divine Judge and Lawgiver of
the Universe. And in His mercy He unbelievably submitted Himself to torture at the hands of these power-mongers
to defeat them ultimately and give YOU eternal life — RIGHT NOW! And it’s free. It doesn’t cost any money. It
just costs you your life. He’s right. You’re wrong. Every …. single ….. time.
Fuentes gets that. More important, he’s fighting for it.
My “pro family” generation failed in the fight. That’s because we never really fought. We always put Freud and
the dollar bill ahead of the fight. We knew what was at stake, and we lied to ourselves about the two party system
and the constitution being able to deliver victory for us. We always off-loaded the responsibility in the fight to
someone else. The Republicans, especially, took advantage of our naivete. They used and abused us. Always, just
a scratch beneath the surface, there was either Masonic or Israel-first money coursing through our political donorbase veins.
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Whoever is advising Fuentes is drop dead brilliant. His optics are perfect. But more important is the fact that his
head is screwed on STRAIGHT. Pun intended. At the heart of his attack is ridiculing “fags.” That word, along
with all the old refreshing epithets that not so long ago helped keep sodomites in the cultural closet of the English
speaking world, drop from his lips like dew drops from honeysuckle. Sooooooo refreshing. It’s delicious.
Trump’s pro-sodomy side is dropping political nukes on this guy. I wonder if Trump is tweeting about him yet. If
not, I can’t wait until that begins. 2020 is setting up to be an epic political year. It will be the ideological equivalent of 1800 when Tom Jefferson and John Adams faced off. The two signers of the Declaration of Independence
were good friends. They weren’t on speaking terms when the campaign was over because it was so nasty and personal. 2020 is going to have similar optics. But the adversaries are going to be nationalist populism vs. globalist
God-haters.
We got a peek at the result in England recently. Boris Johnson played the brinksmanship game with the Left and
called for an election. He won his gambit in a landslide. England is now scheduled to hard break from the Soviet
… I mean European … Union at the end of January.
The utopian globalist sodomite narrative is dead. The rich and powerful, along with their dupes, are the only ones
who don’t know it. Dulled by their self-induced narcissistic coma, and launching political attacks from the comfort
of their public relations driven, artificial bubble worlds, their idiotic vision for the rest of U.S. is about to be wiped
from our view, thank God. Many of us have been waiting a long time for this year.
We must take to heart the observation of Jesus Christ recounted by Matthew, “Suppose that servant is wicked and
says to himself, ‘My master is staying away a long time,’ and he then begins to beat his fellow servants and to eat
and drink with drunkards. The master of that servant will come on a day when he does not expect him and at an
hour he is not aware of. He will cut him to pieces and assign him a place with the hypocrites, where there will be
weeping and gnashing of teeth.”
Stop submitting to the ideological beatings. Stop eating and drinking with them. Who cares what they think. Do
you want to join with them in being cut to pieces and assigned to a place with the hypocrites where there will be
weeping and gnashing of teeth? Of course not.
We need to get saved by walking away from this demonic cabal of faggots (a bundle of sticks or twigs bound together as fuel … lol).
Amen.
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